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Lessons from the Scrum: Teamwork and Community in Rugby 

It has been suggested that if you play rugby you can travel anywhere and find a place to 

stay, warm food, and a beer. This short statement provides insight into the unique thoughts and 

lives of ‘ruggers.’ The addition of Men’s and Women’s Rugby to our University and the 

continued growth of the sports offers lessons for the broader community in the areas of 

teamwork and community. This article pulls in the voices of former player Joe Marino and 

current player Hannah Tennant for their thoughts and what we can learn from their participation. 

Rugby offers a unique perspective on teamwork and community that is not often seen in sports or 

life. 

The history of rugby is unclear but a popular myth says the sport began in the 1850’s 

when a soccer player used his hands, picked up the ball, and ran to the goal for a score. While 

some rules have changed over time, today rugby is known as a full-contact sport that some 

compare to American football. Played on a field about the size of a soccer field, 15 players of all 

shapes and sizes seek to pass the oval shaped ball laterally or backwards over the goal line. With 

no pads or helmets, games are fast-paced and filled with bruising tackles and breathless sprints. 

Games challenge muscle and mind for 80 minutes.  

The mix of brain and brawn for each match provides a unique context when thinking 

about teamwork and community. Joe and Hannah provide their thoughts and comments about 

their involvement in rugby and how the sport can help the larger community when focused on: 

reaching for a common goal, reaching for success through physical and mental accountability, 

and reaching for community and the brother/sisterhood found in rugby. 
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Reaching for a Common Goal 

The oft repeated cliché is that “the team is only as strong as the weakest link.” Rugby 

takes this statement to the next level and can be seen during practice and games. When compared 

to baseball, swimming, or golf Hannah suggests that “The goal of scoring the try and winning the 

game comes from every player on the field…It starts with your players throwing themselves into 

the brutalizing rucks and scrums.” During a game Joe highlights that “Players often bind on to 

one another in an attempt to push opposing players away from the ball, or to help drive a 

teammate down the field.” The visual element of 15 players hooked together for a common goal 

is a reminder of the level of teamwork needed for success on the field but also in business and 

life.  

The common goal is developed within a community during the day to day practice. 

Hannah notes “In practice they don’t separate us either. They teach all of us how to ruck and how 

to pass. The coaches allow us to all be a part of every aspect of the game.” Individuality is 

appreciated but community is prized when playing rugby. “When you put us on the field together 

we are a strong enough that we will fight and defend each other.” So in your team how are you 

building the community day to day? How are you practicing and learning each aspect of your 

business? How are you encouraging others to reach for a common goal? 

Reaching for Success: Physically and Mentally 

While most full-contact sports prize physicality, rugby is unique that all body types are 

appreciated and needed when reaching for success. “You are two hundred pounds we have a spot 

for you. Lose one hundred pounds we still have a spot for you.” The unique physical 

contributions of each player are valued in the team. These contributions are used in every match. 

Most players frequently comment about their individual willingness to throw themselves into 
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tough challenges during a game for team success. “You aren’t afraid to tackle because that tackle 

is your responsibility and your team trusts and depends on you to make that tackle.” 

While rugby seems to be a game based on brawn, brains are also a vital component. 

Mental toughness is perhaps one of the most significant aspects of rugby; you’ve got to have it to 

be effective. Joe comments that “I’ve played in games where I could visually see teams become 

demoralized. They begin to argue and blame each other; this further complexes their struggles 

and essentially takes them mentally and soon thereafter physically out of the game.”  

Rugby is a sport that can positively change lives through the physical and mental aspects. 

As a former player Joe sees how this plays out in the professional life. A former coach told him 

“it is not your job to score; it is your job to make sure the person next to you scores”. On the 

field I put my body on the line; take the big hit and pass the ball so my mate can score. This 

selfless act is for the great win, rather than personal gain. In my professional life I carry this 

forward; building up those around me and sharing in their success. So when thinking about your 

team in your life, how are you developing the physical and mental components of your team? 

How are you contributing to the community and the team through your individual strengths?  

Reaching for Community: Brotherhood and Sisterhood 

Unique among all sports, at the core rugby contains a sense of brotherhood/sisterhood. 

The camaraderie between players and clubs stems from the mutual respect for the game and each 

other. Players comment that a rugby contest is about kicking the crap of each other for 80 

minutes and then having a beer. While most sports have handshakes after a game, only rugby 

players host each other for dinner and socialize after games. By tradition the home team is 

expected to provide a place for players and fans to hang out, talk, and socialize. This act shows 

an aspect of business and life that is missed. The greater rugby community is woven together in 
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such a way that the brotherhood/sisterhood found in rugby transcends that of formal teams. All 

players, regardless of background are, in a sense, interconnected. This aspect of rugby is 

highlighted in the common play of a rugby scrum. Typically used to re-start a series, eight 

players link arms together and engage the opposing eight players to push and gain control of the 

ball. The individual team members are interconnected but the two teams’ even link up for the 

struggle. Hannah says “When I get tackled and put to the ground my team is right there over top 

of me pushing against the other team and covering me and protecting the ball.” This visual 

picture from the rugby community is a lesson for us in business and life. 

Rugby is a sport driven by respect and seen in the values of teamwork and community. 

Player Victor Cahn says that “In our country, true teams rarely exist” but by looking at the spirit 

of teamwork and community found in rugby we can learn about these areas. So in your business 

and life today how will you incorporate the values of reaching for common goal, reaching for 

success through the mental and physical aspects, and the development of community through a 

brotherhood/sisterhood? Ideas can be found when looking at rugby. 

 

 

 


